FIND us on Facebook

MEET us on Meet Up “Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York”

Calendar subject to change. Check website or call for the latest.

SATURDAY, JUNE 13

SATURDAY, MAY 16,

SATURDAY, APRIL 25,

APRIL-JUNE 2015

CAYCE PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIRS

Contact us: info@edgarcaycenyc.org
Subscribe to our FREE weekly e-newsletter for the latest event updates and specials.
Go to www.edgarcaycenyc.org to “Subscribe.” Thank you!
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NEW YORK, N.Y.
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TWEET us on Twitter @EdgarCayce_ARE

Open: Monday-Friday 1-9pm, Saturday 12-5pm & Sunday 11am-5pm (Closed on major holidays)
Non-profit organization. Donations, memberships and volunteers welcomed!

A.R.E. of New York
241 West 30th Street, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10001
(betw 7th & 8th Ave, left of dental office, key in 102).
(212) 691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Edgar Cayce Center

APRIL - JUNE 2015

For, as He hath given, “I stand at the door and knock if ye will open I will enter, and will abide with thee.”
540-18

Edgar Cayce Remedies & Philosophy Workshops

With Jack Rosen
			
See Page 4-8
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Cayce Psychic & Healing Fairs

CAYCE WORKSHOPS			

E

QUANTUM PHYSICS and THE FIFTH ROOT RACE
According to Edgar Cayce

xplore psychic/intuitive readings and energy and alternative healing minisessions by the Center’s wellness practitioners, teachers and friends.
FREE admission to our Fair!
FREE 1-hour Workshops during the Fair!
All Readings & Healing Sessions: 20 minutes for $25!

Proceeds benefit non-profit Cayce organization.
For a complete list of services and workshops scheduled for each Fair, check
EdgarCayceNYC.org, subscribe to our weekly e-news update, or call us a couple of
days prior to the event.

APRIL PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1 - 7 PM
AFTER THE FAIR, 7:30–9:30 PM

S Prophecy Celebration with Peter Goldbeck
The Light that will be shared will include a Group Healing and Individual Healings, like a
personalized elixir on an energetic level… Peter calls it “Joy Juice.” Emphasis will then be
centered on giving Divine Prophetic Visions and Insight for all who attend.
$15 register/pay at the door

MAY PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR
SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1 - 7 PM
AFTER THE FAIR, 7:30–9:30 PM

S Prophecy Celebration with Peter Goldbeck

JUNE PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR
SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 1 - 7 PM
AFTER THE FAIR, 7:30–9:30 PM

S Prophecy Celebration with Peter Goldbeck

I
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Q

uantum Physics • Thoughts Are Things
* CAYCE WORKSHOP
There Are No Accidents • Free Will •
Saturday, April 11
Destiny • The New Root Race According
to Edgar Cayce • Amilius, The First Soul Who
1 - 3:30 pm
Became Jesus Christ • Martinus • Harold W.
$25, Members $20
Percival • Arthur C. Clark & Fractals • Ouspensky
• John of God and more…
Learn how these people and concepts are all related and essentially talking about the same thing. In
addition, Martinus videos and diagrams will be incorporated into this presentation. The following books
and websites are highly recommended: Thinking and Destiny by Harold W. Percival; The Path by Richard
Matheson; The Third Testament by Martinus; Tertium Organum by P.D. Ouspensky; the movie What the
Bleep Do We Know?; The Mayan Prophecy Part 1 & 2 on youtube; www.martinus.nu; and
www.thewordfoundation.org. n

Edgar Cayce on ATLANTIS AND ANCIENT EGYPT

J

ack will discuss Atlantis:
* CAYCE WORKSHOP
• The creation of souls and how they
Saturday, April 18
came to Atlantis
1 - 3:30 pm
• The sons and daughters of the Law
of One and those of Belial
$25, Members $20
• The “Things” the Atlanteans created to be their slaves and the “Terrible
Crystal” that was responsible for the final sinking of their civilization.
Jack will also explore Cayce’s incarnation as Ra Ta, high priest of Egypt for nearly three hundred years,
including:
• Ra Ta’s interactions with the Atlanteans who were fleeing their island
• The everyday workings of the Temple of Sacrifice and the Temple Beautiful
• Ra Ta’s relationship with Hermes, who Cayce claimed was an incarnation of Christ, and the building
of the Pyramids n

D

id you know? The ARE/NYC Center’s Bookstore offers the

n addition to the psychic and healing sessions offered by our talented practitioners,
you will find a carefully selected assortment of crystals, handcrafted jewelry
and/or essential oils at our fairs. Come see what latest find you can uncover, or let
yourself be guided to the perfect gift for a loved one. For more detail, call the center
a couple of days prior to the fair you’re interested in attending.
Our center also offers a year-round assortment of books, educational materials,
remedies, personal care items, crystals and jewelry. For more information, go
to edgarcaycenyc.org and from the pull-down menu under CAYCE HELP CENTER
select CAYCE BOOKS & REMEDIES STORE.
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Jack Rosen

April-June 2015

largest selection of Edgar Cayce Remedies in New York City,
featuring best-selling products by
Heritage Store and Baar Products.

Members of the ARE/NYC
receive a 10% discount
on all bookstore purchases!
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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CAYCE WORKSHOPS			

Jack Rosen

Edgar Cayce on DIET, HEALTH AND TREATMENTS FOR
ECZEMA, PSORIASIS AND SCLERODERMA

D

iet was a part of the treatment for
every illness for which Cayce gave
treatments. The three-day apple
diet, which “removes all the toxins from
the body,” was prescribed for every major
treatment and as a general cleanse for

* CAYCE WORKSHOP

Saturday, May 2
1 - 3:30 pm
$25, Members $20

everyone. I have shared the Edgar Cayce treatment for Psoriasis and Eczema for more than 50 years, seeing
miraculous results when the treatment was carried out EXACTLY as he recommended. There is a cure.
LEARN ABOUT:
• Food combinations to avoid
• The normal diet
• The Grape Diet for weight loss
• Why avoiding nightshade is important in the
treatment of Psoriasis n
• The importance of the acid-alkaline balance

CAYCE WORKSHOPS			

Edgar Cayce Remedies for ARTHRITIS, OVARIAN CYSTS
AND FIBROIDS, HPV, LIVER CLEANSE and more

W

ould you like to learn how to
* CAYCE WORKSHOP
get relief from arthritis pain and
Saturday, May 23
even reverse effects of arthritis?
Get rid of cysts, including fibroids? Cure
1 - 3:30 pm
yourself of sinus headaches? Free yourself
$25, Members $20
from congestion? Cleanse your liver,
overcome constipation, boost your whole immune system—and more?
From ancient times, people have used packs and poultices as natural healing aids. Edgar Cayce, known as
“the Father of Holistic Medicine,” recommended many kinds of packs in his approximately 8,000 medical
readings. Take charge of your own wellness with this time-tested, do-it-yourself healing lore.
LEARN HOW TO MAKE AND USE:
• Apple cider vinegar and salt packs for arthritis
• Glycothymoline packs for your sinuses

“Learn to live! Then there is no death, save
* CAYCE WORKSHOP
the transition, when desired. See? Many live
Saturday, May 9
who have never died as yet!”
—Cayce Reading 900-465
1 - 3:30 pm
hat becomes of the soul at the moment
$25, Members $20
of death?
“It becomes again a spirit, that is to say, it returns into the world of spirits, which it had quitted for a short
time.” —The Spirits Book
This Workshop features the Brazilian film Nosso Lar (Our Home) with English subtitles. It is based on a book
channeled from an early 20th Century doctor who committed “unconscious suicide.” He describes in vivid detail
his experiences after death—first in a hellish shadow land, then in the higher astral realm of Nosso Lar where
souls who seek help go for healing, service, growth, and understanding of their earthly incarnations.
The film version is a vividly imagined, uplifting true story with many parallels to the Cayce materials about “the
place we call home.” Following the movie, Jack will lead a discussion of these concepts of life after death. n

Grape, potato and crushed onion poultices
Castor oil packs for a multitude of uses.

A Comparison of the Philosophies of EDGAR CAYCE &
ECKHART TOLLE

U

sing videos from Edgar
Cayce TV and Eckhart
Tolle TV, Jack will
compare their philosophies on
relationships, suffering, death,
love and other essential topics
of existence.

W

Cayce Method Educator JACK ROSEN teaches affordable workshops on many
important concepts from the health readings of “The Father of Holistic
Medicine,” as well as specifics about illnesses such as psoriasis, eczema,
arthritis and epilepsy. He has been using the Cayce remedies and teaching
people how to make and use them for almost 50 years. He also gives
workshops on other fascinating Cayce topics such as Atlantis, Reincarnation,
Death & the Afterlife. He frequently donates his time and expertise at the
Center, and offers individual consultations on the Cayce Remedies. n

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

•
•

Jack will also discuss using the Cayce remedy “Atomidine” to cleanse the glandular system and make the
blood system alkaline—an important treatment for arthritis. n

DEATH & THE AFTERLIFE: A Comparison of the
Philosophies of Edgar Cayce & Spiritism

4

Jack Rosen
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* CAYCE WORKSHOP

Saturday, May 30
1 - 3:30 pm
$25, Members $20

LOVE
Edgar Cayce: Do not confuse affection with love. Do not confuse passion with love. Love is of God, it
is creative; it is all giving. 3545-1
Eckhart Tolle: What is often called love is only a deep-seated need of the ego as it focuses on one
particular form that it relies on for fulfillment.

DEATH
Edgar Cayce: With error entered that as called death,
which is only a transition-or through God’s other door.
For as we have given that we see manifested in the
material plane is but a shadow of that in the spiritual
plane. 5749-3
Eckhart Tolle: There is no such thing as death;
death is merely a transition from one form into
another form or from one form into formlessness. n

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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CAYCE WORKSHOPS			

Jack Rosen

Edgar Cayce’s ELECTRICAL HEALING “APPLIANCES”

CAYCE WORKSHOPS			

Edgar Cayce on SOUL LESSONS & FORGIVENESS

M

odern medical science
* CAYCE WORKSHOP
offers limited help and
Saturday, June 6
hope for the many
people affected by neurological
1 - 3:30 pm
syndromes such as Parkinson’s
$25, Members $20
Disease, Multiple Sclerosis,
“Lou Gehrig’s Disease” (Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis), and others.
But some of those who have used the Edgar Cayce treatment plans for
these conditions, including Cayce’s mysterious “appliances” and packs/
poultices, have reported significant improvement and sometimes complete cures.
Learn about the “Wet Cell” and “Radiac® Appliance,” which Cayce recommended for regenerating nerve
function in these syndromes and for other uses such as spiritual attunement, overcoming possession, and
treating Lyme Disease.
Jack will also discuss the Violet Ray, another mysterious electrical apparatus recommended in over 900
Cayce readings. Learn about its use in treating nervous disorders, arthritis and rheumatism, hair and
skin disorders, problems with digestion and elimination, possession and schizophrenia—and especially
problems related to poor circulation. n

Edgar Cayce on JESUS CHRIST

A

ccording to Edgar Cayce’s readings,
Jesus had some 30 incarnations on
the Earth—as Adam, Enoch, Hermes,
Melchizedek, Joseph, Joshua, Asaph,
Jeshua, Zend and others. We will explore
Cayce’s insights into these lives to better

* CAYCE WORKSHOP

Saturday, June 20
1 - 3:30 pm
$25, Members $20

understand this soul’s final incarnation as Jesus, who attained Christ Consciousness (oneness with God).
In doing so, we learn how our souls lose through anger, fear and selfishness, and how we gain — and
eventually overcome our karma — through love, forgiveness, patience and service.
The first time this soul came to Earth was in Atlantean times as Amilius, to rescue the first wave of souls
who had misused their free will and thus had become trapped in materiality.
Yet Amilius “...allowed himself be led in the ways of selfishness.” (364-8)
As a result, he had to experience all the pain and suffering we go through until his final incarnation, as
Jesus, showed us the way back to our true identity as companions with God. n

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATIONS with Jack Rosen
BY APPOINTMENT

J

ack Rosen will share his vast knowledge and experience using the Cayce remedies to help people
with arthritis, psoriasis, ovarian cysts, fibroids, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, sinus issues, colds and flu, as
well as muscle, ligament and bone injuries and many other conditions.
30-minute consultation, $50 suggested donation. All proceeds benefit the ARE/NYC Center.
Call (212) 691-7690 for appointments.

Information provided from the ARE Center should not be regarded as a guide to self-diagnosis or self-treatment.
The cooperation of a qualified healthcare professional is recommended
if one wishes to apply any and all of the principles and techniques from the Edgar Cayce readings.
6
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Jack Rosen

W

“Life is continuous and infinite.”
—Cayce Reading 1154-2
“Ye as a soul-entity in the beginning sought
companionship with GOD; losing that
companionship by choice...”
—Cayce Reading 3465-1

* CAYCE WORKSHOP

Saturday, June 27
1 - 3:30 pm
$25, Members $20

hy were we born? What is my purpose in life? Is there a RIGHT way to live? What do Love and
Forgiveness have to do with soul lessons and reincarnation? How do souls lose through anger,
fear and, according to Edgar Cayce, the only sin of man, selfishness.
Recommended reading:
Nosso Lar by Chico Xavier
Edgar Cayce’s Story of the Origin and Destiny of Man by Lytle W. Robinson n

VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE
Roger Ansanelli

W

e will actively “play” and explore
three strong areas of vibrational
medicine: Tuning Forks; Healing
with Color from the Intelligence of Light;
and Toning through the guidance of the
Heart. We will finish the evening with a
Sound Healing Meditation using Crystal
Bowls, Gong, and the Voice.

* MONTHLY EVENT

Wednesdays, April 1,
May 6, June 17
7 - 9 pm
$30
To register call (212) 691 7690

The evening will start with a short message given by one of the many
expressions of Source. Roger will then work on those present using tuning forks
while instructing on tuning fork use and sharing intuitive information.
PLEASE NOTE: YOU WILL BE PLAYING TUNING FORKS YOURSELVES. THIS IS AN “ACTIVE” WORKSHOP
WHERE A GREAT DEAL OF LEARNING IS DONE THROUGH EXPERIENCING YOUR GIFTS IN ACTION!
He will then lead the class in working with color as a healing modality from the perspective of Source-Light
Intelligence. WITH GUIDANCE FROM THE SOURCE, YOU WILL BE DOING COLOR-HEALING WORK ON OTHER
PARTICIPANTS.
Roger will then have the class “Toning From The Heart” where you will experience the power of sound, and
discover that the sacred sounds and melodies that come through the Heart tune the chakra system, and all your
systems, and all that are present, and the space itself, to a new and higher frequency. Roger will also demonstrate
the simple technique of crystal bowl playing, and answer questions if there is time.
The evening will come to a close with a guided Sound Healing meditation incorporating Crystal Bowls,
Gong, and the Voice. An experience not to be missed! n

ROGER ANSANELLI is a Sound Healer - Frequency Worker, a certified master practitioner and teacher of

Integrated Energy Therapy, Reiki, and Advanced Pendulum, and a certified practitioner of Magnified Healing,
Esoteric Healing, and Matrix Energetics. The Heart of his work is in assisting people to move into the fullness
of their light by clearing the emotional and energetic debris blocking their way to Harmony.
For more information please visit: rogeransanelli.com or ROGER111.com n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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BASICS OF THE PENDULUM

LIGHT UP!

Roger Ansanelli

I

n this workshop you will learn:
• the correct, easy and effective way to
use a pendulum for “yes” and “no”
questions
• how to program your pendulum
• the correct way to form a question when
working with a pendulum

Reiki Master Peter Goldbeck
* SPECIAL EVENT

Wednesday, April 8
7 - 9 pm
$30
To register call (212) 691 7690

• about different types of pendulums and the best way to clear them
• the importance of attuning yourself first, and

The class will finish with a discussion on advanced pendulum - something ROGER uses at his office and in
his healing practice everyday.
Come learn about pendulum. Come learn about your Gift of Healing. Bring your own pendulum, preferably
two. n

Hours for Dr. Scott Keller, Caycean Chiropractor
Mondays 1-7 pm Wednesdays 5-8 pm Thursdays 1-7 pm

INTRODUCTION TO IET - INTEGRATED
ENERGY THERAPY

T

his is a very powerful modality
* EVENING EVENT
that ROGER uses regularly in his
Thursday, May 7
healing practice. It clears blocks
and debris from a person’s physical
7 - 9 pm
and non-physical anatomy, making it
$30
very effective in helping people move
To register call (212) 691 7690
through physical and non-physical
challenges, disease and blocks; and holding love for self and releasing pain
and fear literally from the body, the energy fields, and the Heart.
IET (integrated energy therapy) brilliantly clears from all areas of the human
energy field - physical, emotional, mental, and karmic/spiritual - and imprints what is needed perfectly. It is a
modality that works with The Angelic Realm. And with the Angels working through you and with you, many
things happen that can best be described as miraculous. Come learn about this wonderful modality and
experience a healing: a movement into wholeness, a movement into love.
IET (integrated energy therapy) is also used on children and animals/pets, and is further used to change the level
of vibration in a space, a room, or a Home, bringing the vibration level/the frequency of Heaven to that very place.
How great is that! n
8
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• Reiki Circles

SATURDAY JUNE 20
7 - 9:30 PM - $20

• Healing Celebration
FRIDAY, MAY 1, SATURDAYS, APR 18, JUN 6
7 - 9:30 PM - $15

WEDNESDAYS, APR 1, 22, JUN 3,
TUESDAYS, MAY 5, 19, JUN 16
7 - 9 PM suggested donation $10

• Psychic Enhancement Circles
WEDNESDAYS, MAY 13, 27, JUN 10, 24,
TUESDAYS, APR 14, 28
7 - 9 PM suggested donation $15

• Prophecy Celebration

• the most important rule in pendulum work and in all energy work: “It’s not
what you pray but where you pray from.”

Roger Ansanelli

PSYCHIC & HEALING WORKSHOPS:
• Healing Workshop

April-June 2015

FRIDAYS, APR 3, JUN 26,
SATURDAYS (after fair*) APR 25*, MAY 16*, JUN 13*
7 - 9:30 PM - $15
*starts at 7:30 PM

EARN YOUR REIKI MASTERSHIP:

• Reiki 1 Certification

Date: APR 12, JUN 14
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $125 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $150 after
Description: History, Ethics & Precepts‚ Healing
Hand Positions‚ Disease Cause/Effect & Treatment

• Pillars of Transformation Workshop
SATURDAY, MAY 23
7 - 9:30 PM - $15

• Reiki 3 Mastership Certification

Date: MAY 17
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $450 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $550 after
Description: • An additional symbol and its use
• Powerful self-empowerment techniques • Clinical
applications of Reiki with traditional techniques •
Clinical applications of Reiki with non-traditional
techniques • Intuitive faculties in Reiki • How to do
the first, second and Master level initiations

• Reiki 2 Certification
Date: APR 26		
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $185 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $200 after
Description: • 3 Symbols and Their Uses, • Distance/
absentee healing, • Mental/Emotional Balancing

All levels include dynamic attunements to increase
energy flow and lots of opportunities to practice.

To register for Reiki 1, 2, or 3 Certification Classes,
call Peter at 516-949-9588!
PETER GOLDBECK, an international Reconnective Healer and Reiki Master/Teacher, is a favorite teacher,
practitioner and healing/psychic group leader at the A.R.E./N.Y.C. Center. He has been working with
alternative healing modalities since his first attunement, courtesy of Mother Nature, in 1985 when he was
struck by lightning. Since that life-altering event, he’s become a Certified Reiki Master/Teacher in the Usui
system of Natural Healing, a Certified Practitioner of Reconnective Healing, and a Psychic/Medium and
Spiritual Counselor. n

S

ee the dynamic “Light Guy” Peter
Goldbeck in action! Go to our website to
watch a video of a Healing Celebration. You’ll
get an energy boost just from watching!
Go to www.edgarcaycenyc.org to the
RESOURCES pull-down menu (top right) to
watch this and other VIDEOS on healing
and Cayce.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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SATURDAY GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS

ANTON BARASCHI EVENTS
APRIL - JUNE

PRAYER & MEDITATION, THE PROVEN PATH TO SPIRIT

I

t is said that when we pray we talk to God, when we meditate God
talks to us. In 4 evenings we will explore these traditional ways
to access Spirit in full consciousness. We will learn and experience
Dzogchen meditation, Rosicrucian meditation, Zen meditation, Cosmic
Qigong and other practices. We will intone several powerful prayers,
the Lord’s Prayer in Aramaic, the Philippine’s Espiritista’s invocation
to the Holy Spirit, Ave Maria in Latin, the Kadosh and prayers from a
variety of traditions. We will refer to the works of Lawrence LeShan
and Reverent Ron Roth. n

* 4-WEEK SERIES

Fridays, April 3, 17, 24,
May 1
7 - 9 pm
$30, Members $25 per class
Series $100, Members $90

B

Please note: Rev. Julian reads one-on-one and is limited to the first 10 registered. This is only
for Rev. Julian.

* WORKSHOP SERIES

Fridays, May 8 and 15
7 - 9 pm
$30, Members $25 per class
Series $50

7 CHAKRAS
The Main Gates to Understanding the World of Soul

C

hakras are the Soul’s organs of perception bringing knowledge
of your highest nature. In this series of teachings we will focus
on each chakra to experience the qualitative differences of the
Soul’s sensorial scales. We will assess each person’s chakra system
and recommend individual exercises to improve self-knowledge and
abilities. We will address pathology correspondences between organs
and chakras and traditionally recommended cures, including Edgar
Cayce’s and Rudolf Steiner’s. We will be using references from Caroline
Myss and other sources. n

SPECIAL EVENTS

A

* 4-WEEK SERIES

Fridays, May 22,
June 5, 12, 26
7 - 9 pm
$30, Members $25 per class
Series $100, Members $90

7 - 9 pm

$30, Members $25

ANTON BARASCHI is a BioEnergy specialist, teaching and practicing BioEnergy

healing (aka medical qigong) in Manhattan, with a focus on integrating multiple
BioEnergy healing modalities in supporting the work of medical professionals.
BioEnergy healing stimulates a person’s own immune system with emphasis on the condition
diagnosed by the doctor. BioEnergy healing is considered helpful for alleviating pain, chronic
conditions and symptoms without a particular diagnosis, and for spiritual development. n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

$20, Members $15 (register at the door)

THE ROLE OF MEDIUMSHIP IN OUR LIVES
Jussara Korngold

M

ediumship is a sacred gift we receive to fulfill a mission.
* SPECIAL EVENT
In order to use this gift properly, with an aim to enlighten
Monday, April 6
others and oneself, one has to learn about its purpose, its
7 - 9 pm
potentials and eventual dangers when abused.
$30, Members $25
This workshop will touch these points and more, according to the
Spiritist view, that can be found in the books: The Mediums’ Book by Allan Kardec and In the Domain of
Mediumship by Andre Luiz and Francisco (Chico) Xavier n

JUSSARA KORNGOLD, BS, MBA. Jussara is the founder and president of the Spiritist
Alliance for Books (SAB), a non-profit organization, which has the aim to promote and
disseminate Spiritism, in English, as codified by Allan Kardec. She is a third generation
Spiritist from Brazil, currently president of the United States Spiritist Council, Executive
Director of the TriState Spiritist Federation, and Executive Director of the International
Spiritist Council. n

* SPECIAL EVENTS

nton Baraschi with Guest Speaker Dr. Frank Salvatore, MD. Themes Fridays, April 10, May 29,
to be announced: Look for E-blasts prior to the event date. n
June 19
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F

ind out how your soul growth is advancing. Ask questions
& receive answers and other helpful information from the
Universal Energy about your life, or receive messages from
loved ones in Spirit. Led on a rotating schedule by Spiritualist
Minister Rev. Kev O’Kane (April 4, May 2, June 6), Rev. Charles
Julian, D.C. (April 11, May 9, June 20) or Rev. Daniel Neusom
(April 18, May 30, June 27).
Please note that the dates are subject to change; call the Center for
updates. All participants who register by 1 pm will receive messages or answers!

MEDICAL QIGONG FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH
y popular demand, we will repeat and deepen the practice of
Medical Qigong. The health enhancing 18 form Taichi Qigong
allows us to experience the flow that increases energy, balances
blood pressure, calms nerves and reduces joint pain. We will also
study the Cancer Prevention Qigong of Master Guo Lin: Experience the
benefits of increased circulation with this gentle, swinging, structured
walk. This exercise has been associated with great longevity and
increased quality of life. n

APRIL 4, 11, 18 MAY 2, 9, 30 JUNE 6, 20, 27
1 - 3 PM

April-June 2015

QIGONG FUSION WITH INOSHI

I

n Qigong Fusion, we practice cultivating life
energy with basic standing postures and
movements of the limbs, neck and waist.
We learn about and practice Qigong (Chi
Kung) and yoga-like, health-promoting ideas
for our overall well-being.
By doing Qigong, we gently strengthen our physical body, energy
body and focus, as we learn to sense bio-energy (chi). This 8-class
course provides you with a skill set level of Qigong Fusion. n

* 8-WEEK COURSE
Mondays, Apr 6, 13, 20, 27, May
4, 11, 18, Jun 1, 8, 15, 22
7 - 8:15 pm
4-class special SAVE $8-$13!
(Register by phone or in person only)
$60, Members $55 - Per class: $17

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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AN AMAZING EVENING OF CLAIRVOYANCE
AND MESSAGES FROM THE OTHER SIDE
With International Medium Karen Rose Slember

T

his intimate Spirit Message Gallery is limited
* SPECIAL EVENT
to twenty people and everyone attending
Thursday, April 9
will receive a message.
7 - 9 pm
The energy will be high as Karen Rose uses her
$35, Members $30
“spot on” intuitive abilities to give everyone a
message from Spirit about their life today. It’s all
about relationships, career, moves, great loves and insight into endless possibilities for your life.
Do you have a question? Bring it along.
Feel the energy shift, as Karen’s close connection with Spirit becomes apparent. She will move into the Spirit
World and begin to connect as many as possible of those who are present with loved ones and friends in
Spirit. She will give accurate and specific information about the loved one, touching shared memories and a
special message for the recipient.
The evening will come to a close with a guided meditation by Karen Rose that will move all present into a
space where they can experience their loved ones in Spirit. This is sure to be a fabulous night! Don’t miss it! n
Internationally Acclaimed Medium and Psychic, KAREN ROSE SLEMBER, an
Evidential Spiritual Medium, combines over 30 years of experience working for Spirit,
with her professional teaching background, to share her passion of Mediumship. Her
reading client list is international and includes celebrities, physicians, clergy, etc. She
maintains a reading office in NJ and Manhattan and teaches Evidential Mediumship,
Psychic Awareness, and Metaphysical Concepts. Karen is an ordained Minister at The
Institute for Spiritual Development, Sparta, NJ. She has been featured in newspapers, and
on radio and TV. Karen Rose’s combination of American and English-style Mediumship brings warmth, humor
and love to her public demonstrations, readings and classes. www.karenrosepsychicmedium.com n

ALL ABOUT SOUL/ON THE WINGS OF LOVE
Karen Rose Slember

L

et your Spirit soar! On the
wings of Love, the strongest
vibration, you will bring your
awareness more fully to who you
are: a beautiful Spiritual Being, born
Blessed and Holy.

* SPECIAL EVENT

Thursday, May 28
7 - 9 pm
$35, Members $30

With guided meditation exercises using sound, color and visualization and the integration of all three,
you will learn to move into the energy of the heart chakra and truly experience the Oneness of Spirit.
As a medium, Karen will bring you into a place of Love where you can have a healing meeting with
members of your soul group, perhaps resolve an issue or come to greater understandings.
With vibrations raised, you will then begin to become aware of your soul’s purpose here on earth.
You will be using affirmations of self worth and competence; of being loved and loveable and
intentions using the powerful I AM statements.
Using the soul cards, Karen will give everyone a mini reading. To tie up the evening, we will all
experience the Love of Spirit with a group healing. n
12
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ADDICTED TO CRYSTALS
Laurelle Rethke & Travis Ogden

H

ave you ever felt a strong urge to
* MONTHLY EVENT
buy crystals? You have plenty, yet
Thursdays, April 23
you still spend your extra cash on
the latest find? Then you’re just like us—
May 14, June 18
you can’t seem to stop buying crystals!
6:30-9 pm
From the experienced crystal hound to the
$30, Members $25
curious newbie obsessed with everything
crystal, join crystal wisdom-keepers Travis &
Laurelle as they team up once a month to talk about everything crystals in a lively, collaborative discussion
circle. They will also meditate with and gift you with a different crystal to explore each month, then have
everyone share and combine knowledge and experiences at the following gathering. Think of it as your
own personal “Crystals Anonymous.”n

LAURELLE RETHKE has been called a spiritual alchemist, bridge-builder & crystal

maven. A compassionate truth-seeker who works to get to the root of what troubles you,
she helps to bring in new understanding on health, healing, & spiritual alignment. She
uses crystals, essential oils, Source energy, meditation & astrology as her tools, and is
deeply grounded in an earth-centered consciousness. She believes that our relationship
with the natural world is key to connecting us to the Divine, Ourselves, and All That
Is. A Certified Master of Crystology, Certified Floracopeia Essential Oils Teacher, and a
Psychology of the Body Apprentice, she has studied Source Awareness Meditation, Barbara Brennan Hands
of Light Healing, Spiritual Astrology, & various meditation modalities for many years. n

TRAVIS OGDEN has played a major role in bringing the love of crystals to the A.R.E.

of New York where he does his Crystal Grid Healings. He also devotes his time to Crystal
Connections, a spiritual center in upstate New York built around crystal awareness. To
book a private session, go to www.crystalascensionstudios.com. n

THE WISDOM OF AROMATHERAPY:

NEW!!

Using Essential Oils Safely & Effectively
Laurelle Rethke

A

sensation for your nose and an amazing
* HALF-DAY WORKSHOP
stress reliever, this workshop gives
Sunday, April 19
you the opportunity to experience
2 - 6 pm
many essential oils first hand. You will learn
$40, Members $35
the different groups or ‘families’ of essential
oils, and how each group is best utilized for various issues. We will also cover the
connection between scents & emotions, review basic safety information, learn
different ways to use the oils, and even how the oils can help you connect to your
own intuitive wisdom. In short, you will learn to incorporate nature’s medicinals safely &
effectively into your everyday life. n
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ODIN’S SONG IN OLD NORSE, YOGA &
RUNIC SPIRITUAL ENERGIZATION
Skydin Zeal

T

NORDIC SPIRITUALITY: Songs, Symbols
& Stances for Healing & Protection +
Purification Rite

A

dd to your Techniques of Healing
* EVENING WORKSHOP
and Protection a school of
Friday, May 8
spirituality Essential to English
7 - 9 pm
speaking souls and especially those of us
in America: The both Sonic and Symbolic
$25 pre-register or
applications of the Norse Runes &
$30 cash at the door.
Icelandic Sigils! Norse sigils are used to
remove bodily and spiritual pain, to physically heal/prevent injuries and close
wounds in the aura so that you have an opportunity to heal.
SANCTIFICATION: Skydin Zeal, with the Channeled Guidance of Odin and the
Norse Pantheon will be at the service of all those who are true, in driving away any negative entities, bad luck or
bad habits with the use of authentic Old Norse calls and rituals. Our participants have consistently enjoyed improved
lives because of the phenomenal changes that are set in motion by attending, learning and giving thanks to your
personal Guardian Spirits and the Asatru, the 12 Gods & Goddesses - our most ancient original Ancestors!
READINGS FOR EVERYONE IN ATTENDANCE: Skydin answers one question and instructs you in the use of
an Archetypal Symbol that will personally benefit you best!
Every event includes the Atlantean Foundations: For information & video: www.skydin.com/nycevents.html
RSVP is strongly encouraged to save your space! And feel free to bring a friend to share the two-person
exercises with! n
14
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Lives and Off-Planet Realities
Skydin Zeal

he Ancient Scandinavian Rune Songs
* EVENING WORKSHOP
are presented by Skydin Zeal in
Icelandic and Old Norse with authentic Friday, April 10
7 - 9 pm
Intonations, sharing the very Sonic Magic
given by the Gods to the Ancient People
$25 pre-register or
of the North before the Viking Age. Hear
$30 cash at the door.
the Voice of the Gods and Goddesses as Skydin Zeal Channels from the original
Celestial Creators of the Human race. Learn how to call upon the Runes in a way
that will enrich your Spiritual and Material Life!
NORDIC YOGA: Receive the exact Archetypal Staddhagaldr necessary for
the quickest progression in your life at this moment in time! The 24 Archetypal Poses of the Elder Futhark are
Symbolic and Sonic; Their patterns echo throughout the Universe – they are the Fragments of the Gods and
Goddesses found in all our Western languages!
RUNIC ENERGIZATION: Receive shockingly powerful Source energy from the 5 zones of the Cosmos. Experience
inspiration from a new, external, all-divine source. Join us with a pure heart, give thanks to the Spirit World and
your personal Guardian Spirits who showed you the way to us!
PURIFICATION: Also Benefit from Skydin Zeal’s Many Years of Experience in Herbal Purification. A rich bouquet
of 20+ Herbs used to heal or remove any Negative Energies or experiences that have troubled you.
READINGS FOR EVERYONE IN ATTENDANCE: Skydin answers one question and instructs you in the use of an
Archetypal Symbol that will personally benefit you best!
Every event includes the Atlantean Foundations: For information & video: www.skydin.com/nycevents.html n

Skydin Zeal

FUTURE METAPHYSICS: Sail to Past & Future

April-June 2015

I

n This Unique Brand of Astral Travel,
* EVENING WORKSHOP
Skydin Zeal Combines Ancient Norse
Friday, June 5
Sonic Metaphysics with the Guidance
7 - 9 pm
of Future Consciousness! Skydin Zeal has
studied and practiced the art since the age
$25 pre-register or
of 11. The techniques will be intellectually
$30 cash at the door.
explained and practiced. You will leave this
event noticeably psychically broadened, your dreams more vivid and your ability
to gain gifts from your dreaming vastly improved. All participants will be blessed
to travel where they need to go: This is because there are parts of us in the past,
future and on multiple levels of reality that we can benefit from reclaiming.
NORDIC YOGA, MANTRA & RUNIC SINGING: The 24 Archetypal Poses of the Elder Futhark are Symbolic
and Sonic; Their patterns echo throughout the Universe – they are the Fragments of the Gods and Goddesses
found in all our Western languages! Skydin Zeal will explain and psychically transmit the specific frequencies
and Galdrs (Norse and Icelandic songs) to help you move your consciousness horizontally across any point on
Earth or vertically across multiple dimensions.
PURIFICATION: Also Benefit from Skydin Zeal’s many Years of Experience in Space and with Individual
Purification practices.
READINGS FOR EVERYONE IN ATTENDANCE: Skydin answers one question and instructs you in the use of
an Archetypal Symbol that will personally benefit you best! Every event includes the Atlantean Foundations:
For information & video: www.skydin.com/nycevents.html n

SKYDIN ZEAL is a Speaker on the Metaphysical Nature of Reality with a focus on

Scandinavian Europe’s Traditional perspective. Over the years Skydin Zeal has lectured
and currently lectures at National Spiritual & Health Expos, Spiritual Cruises to Sacred
Lands and his monthly events at the A.R.E. The Ancient Scandinavian Rune Songs are
presented by Skydin Zeal in Old Norse, Icelandic, Old English and Old High German
with authentic Intonations, sharing the very Sonic Magic received by the People of
the North from before Christ’s time onward. His Practices include the Norse Yogic
Chant, Reading the Universe through the Norse Runes, Hebrew Numerology, and its accompanying Egyptian
Religion of the Stars. Skydin Zeal leads an array of fascinating and unusual Spiritual events, including Astral
Travel Workshops to the future and off-planet experiences! Skydin Zeal is also the innovator and founder of
skydin.com which creates unique and beautiful Spiritual Jewelry, Clothing, Healing Instruments and more,
for the world’s professional psychics and healers. Skydin Zeal is furthermore a long-time student of the
Shaolin Five Animals Kung Fu, which entails extremely difficult yet ultimately spiritual training that fosters
metaphysical abilities in the devout student. www.skydin.com n

“Keep—KEEP—the heart singing. Look deeper into the heart of the
rose. LISTEN to the song of the bird. See the paintings of His face in
the setting and the rising sun. See the loveliness in the moonbeam that
turns all into the radiance of His glory. See in the raindrop, the storm,
all nature, and even in those ugly things in people’s lives, the desire for
expression rather than the hate and the turmoil and the disorders.”
Edgar Cayce Reading 410-2
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THE ART OF SPIRIT PROTECTION WORKSHOP
Rob Murphy

THE LANGUAGE OF ASTROLOGY
Maria Rodriguez

S

pirit protection is for everyone—
* 1 DAY WORKSHOP
we all come in contact with other
Wednesday, April 15
peoples’ energy every day, and it
is easy to pick up energy that can affect 7 - 9 pm
$40, Members $35
your mood, your energy, your health,
and can even be transferred to your
loved ones. Attend this life-altering 3-hour workshop that is important for
not only massage therapists and energy healers/workers, but for anyone
who would like to know how to protect and cleanse themselves, their
home and their loved ones.
You will leave with techniques to protect yourself, and with methods of setting up protective protocols
in your home and work space. You will learn how to cleanse yourself or your loved ones of heavy or
stagnant energies picked up from daily living. n

An Evening on PAST LIFE SOUL REGRESSION
Rob Murphy

R

ob Murphy will speak about
* WEEKEND WORKSHOP
past life soul regression, using
Thursday, April 16
hypnotherapy as a tool to
7 - 9 pm
help you enter into a past life that
$40, Members $35
is relevant to what is going on in
your life today. Rob will discuss: the
necessity of releasing past life vows and traumas that are interfering with
your current incarnation; deletion work of past karma; and the importance
of balancing the energy of our eternal soul and the energy of our ancestral
blood DNA. Also included in the evening’s program is a group experiential
past life regression session.
Past Life Soul Regression is a tool that allows us to gain a ‘bird’s eye view’ of our past lives. This experience
offers us the means to understand and release past-life emotional, physical, and spiritual energy still being
held, which is no longer useful for us. n

ROB MURPHY is an initiated shaman in the traditions of the Ecuadorian Quichua,

the Brazilian Makunaiman, and the re-dreamed Celtic Wolven Path Tradition; as
well as an ordained minister of the Wolven Path. He is a master Reiki practitioner
and a shamanic Reiki practitioner. Rob is the founder of the Richmond Shamanic
Meetup and Drum Circle, and a core member of the NY Shamanic Circle. He gives
workshops and classes in shamanism for the Richmond, Virginia & NYC area, as well
as in Canada & Ireland, and facilitates trips to learn from indigenous elders in South
America. A graduate of Dr Linda Backman’s Past Life Soul Regression and Between Life Soul Regression
programs, he uses regression therapy as an integral part of his shamanic healing. He is also a graduate of
the 16-week Peace Ambassador Training program through the Shift Network. n
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A

strology is a subject that
helps us understand
ourselves and the people
in our lives. Come join us for
a 4-week exploration into the
exciting field of Astrology where
you will learn:

•
•
•
•

* 4-WEEK SERIES

Wednesdays, April 15, 22,
29, May 6
6 - 8 pm
$90, Members $85
This class is a series, no walk-ins.

The signs, symbols and corresponding elements of the Zodiac
The association between the signs and their corresponding planets
The meaning of each section of the chart wheel and how the signs relate to the houses.
Interpretation of key aspects of our own chart and fellow students’ charts.

As part of this program, please email Maria Rodriguez at Selfhealing1@gmail.com to have a chart created.
Please specify that you are registered for the class. Also, please bring a 3-ring binder with page dividers.
Pre-registration Special: Only $88/Members $77 if registered by Wed. April 8! Offer available by phone only:
Call (212) 691-7690. If you call outside of regular hours, please leave a voice message with your contact
info. n

MARIA RODRIGUEZ has been in the Holistic Field for 21 years. She is an Inter-Faith
Minister, Spiritual Counselor, Reiki Master & Astrology Coach. She is passionate about
teaching people to heal themselves. Her teachings include Aromatherapy, Jewelry Design,
Ritual & Astrology. She has taught both in the USA and Europe. She is the Events Coordinator
of A.R.E. n

THE IPSALU FORMULA: Open Tantra Night
Peter Oravetz

T

his is an open class that’s appropriate
for both newcomers and those who
have experience with Tantra. There
will be a brief introduction to Tantra and to
Ipsalu Tantra for those that are new, plus
a short discussion on a topic. We’ll follow
that with a longer, juicier practice than
usual! Wear comfortable clothing you can move around in.
There is no sexual contact in these classes, but you’ll leave
with your heart open and a smile on your face! n

* MONTHLY EVENT

Friday, April 17,
Monday, May 11
Sunday, June 14
7 - 9 pm
$20 at the door only.
Please arrive 10-15 min. early to
register and get settled.

PETER ORAVETZ is a Level 3 initiate of Ipsalu Tantra Kriya Yoga and a certified Ipsalu teacher. He
has been practicing Ipsalu Tantra for over 6 years, Kundalini Yoga for 12 years, and Transcendental
Meditation for more than 30 years. n
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BREATH CAFÉ

IS STRESS EATING AWAY AT YOU?
Saba Hocek

Reverend Peace Arnold

B

iofeedback measures the
* SPECIAL LECTURE
unconscious mind, providing an
Tuesday, May 19
interface between the conscious
and unconscious minds. The unconscious
7 - 9 pm
monitors the total complexity of current
$25
and past life experience while the
conscious mind is only aware of a fraction.
Learn how chronic stress causes energy imbalances, having a wide range
of negative health effects including decreased immunity, heart disease,
depression, digestive problems and sleep disorders. By learning how to manage the stress response using
biofeedback, people are able to decrease the harmful physical and psychological effects of stress.
Witness how this amazing technology works and discover the invaluable information it provides. Seeing is
believing! n

SABA HOCEK is an Intuitive Hypno-Energy Practitioner and Turkish Coffee Reader who heals people

through Psychic Counseling, Hypnosis and Acupressure, producing renewed and strengthened energy. n

ELEVATE YOUR PSYCHIC ABILITIES

T

he smallest changes in the way we breathe
have a rapid influence on our biological
functions - including our mental and
emotional experience.

* MONTHLY EVENT

Tuesdays, April 21, May 26,
June 23
7 - 8:30 pm

Learn to use the breath in your daily life to
FREE - donations gratefully accepted
reduce stress and anxiety and increase vitality
and peace of mind. The shift from the stress mode to the rest, repair, renew and regenerate phase of our
nervous systems is necessary for health and well being. Many people are living in a constant state of
anxiety and have lost their way out. This evening will be a return Home, to Presence. n

REVEREND PEACE ARNOLD has been using visualization and guided breathing

meditation to induce deep states of relaxation with clients for 25 years. Peace has
a background in yoga, chi gong, oriental medical massage, folk herbalism and the
spirit and practice of the wise woman tradition. Peace is a professional RebirtherBreathworker, well known in the International Breathwork community. Peace trained
directly with Leonard Orr, founder of Rebirthing-Breathwork, in an intensive three-year
mentor relationship and is part of the inner core of Rebirth International to this day.
www.Rebirthingnyc.com n

Saba Hocek

H

as your intuition been awakened to
* 3 WORKSHOPS
its potential? Everybody has psychic
Tuesdays, April 21,
abilities.
April 28, May 5
This 3-part workshop teaches techniques to
7 - 9 pm
strengthen psychic abilities.
$25 per workshop
Learn strategies to strengthen authentic
Walk-in Welcome
psychic abilities using hypnosis, energy,
acupressure and much more. Discover methods and experience intuitive awakening through psychometry,
auras, crystals, pendulum, tarot, numerology and Turkish coffee. Discover which psychic medium resonates
with you!

At the end of each class, there will be a FREE raffle for a 30-minute coffee reading by Saba, or a
Biofeedback Analysis Report.
Tuesday, April 21, 7-9 pm
Knowledge gives awareness. Understanding our brain’s functionality, what makes us psychic and the
blockages that prevent awareness is the first step in opening and strengthening our psychic abilities. We
will then use energy bars and hypnosis to reprogram and open our psychic abilities. Experience how to
feel energy and how it relates to our chakras. Learn the acupressure points that effect our psychic abilities.
Enter the FREE raffle for a 30min psychic coffee reading.

Tuesday, April 28, 7-9 pm
In this workshop, we will look at and experience psychometry, auras and crystals as psychic tools. Everybody
is encouraged to bring an object from which we may obtain information about the individual through physical
contact with that object. Learn how to see the color of people by learning to see auras. Learn how to use a
pendulum as a psychic advisor. Enter the FREE raffle for a 30min psychic coffee reading.

Tuesday, May 5, 7-9 pm
Learn how tarot cards are read; experience the world of numerology and the ancient tradition of Turkish
coffee reading. Each of these psychic mediums will be discussed, and there will be an introduction and
an opportunity to experience them. Lots of great handouts to continue experimenting with beyond the
classroom. Enter the FREE raffle for a Biofeedback Analysis Report. n
18
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DEVELOP YOUR SIXTH SENSE
Karen Frances

W

ould you like to develop your sixth
sense? Do you know your intuition is
trying to tell you something but you’re
not sure what? Would you like to tap into your
ability to understand people on a soul level? Are
you already sensitive/empathic but find you’re
too easily affected by other people and situations?

* WORKSHOP

Sunday, April 26
1 - 4 pm
$40, Members $35

In this 3-hour workshop, you’ll learn to work with your own aura and chakra energy
centers to heighten your sixth sense. You’ll learn to find key information in the
aura—your’s and other people’s— to receive and offer guidance about the soul’s
path. With guided meditations, one-to-one and group energy exercises, you’ll deepen
your connection to your own spirit and to the spirit of others. And you’ll develop
your sensitivity while learning to hold your own space and inner harmony.
This course is for anyone wishing to develop confidence and trust in their intuition, live as a sensitive and intuitive
person in an intense city, and acquire new intuitive talents in a friendly and fun environment. n
A native of Ireland, KAREN FRANCES grew up steeped in Celtic mysticism and spiritual
traditions and later developed an interest in theosophy, metaphysics and Eastern spiritual
and healing practices. She has studied various intuitive and energetic modalities at the
Edgar Cayce Center in Virginia, basic counselling at the Institute of Counselling in Scotland,
and Reiki under the guidance of Peter Goldbeck at the Edgar Cayce Center in New York.
She works as a medium, spiritual healer and Reiki Master. n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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STOP EMOTIONAL EATING

INTUITIVE TAROT COURSE

Elena Rassolova

Sylvia Chappell

I

deal for beginners and those wishing to
* 6-WEEK COURSE
take their tarot readings to the next level.
Wednesdays, May 6, 13,
This course will help you strengthen your
20, 27, June 3 & 10
connection to your soul’s intuitive abilities
as you learn to understand and interpret the 7 - 9 pm
$149, Members $99 (Save $50)
holistic meaning of the cards. We will use
Early registration advised. Limit:
guided meditation to awaken, then deepen,
14. Minimum 7 paid registrations
your ability to connect with your wise,
required by the first class for
loving soul-self to receive the most helpful
course to continue.
guidance. We will explore simple, practical
spreads and ways to use them to help you and your clients make enlightened
choices.
Bring a deck (Waite-Smith preferred) or purchase one in our Bookstore. Practice
classes will be scheduled for those wishing to donate readings at A.R.E. psychic
fairs to benefit our Center. n

What students said about Sylvia’s tarot courses:
“The greatest lesson I learned… is listening to my inner self, trusting my inner guidance….
Developing my intuition… Excellent course for psychic awareness.”
“…it has given me the confidence to work with the tarot, which I previously lacked…. Many thanks,
Sylvia. You are a kind, gifted and compassionate teacher.”
“I loved your approach, which was smart and informed but also had a spiritual element that was very
important to me…. All in all, Sylvia, I found your class to be a highlight in my spiritual learning.”
“The exercises we did [were] very educational/fruitful/fascinating and Sylvia was a terrific, engaging
instructor.”

D

o your emotions trigger you to overeat,
* 2 WEEK WORKSHOP
to eat until you’ve stuffed yourself or to
Thursdays, May 7, 14
relieve stress? Do you beat yourself up
for getting off your weight-loss track? Have you
7 - 9 pm
tried all the diets out there and couldn’t stick to
$35 per class, Members $30
any of them? Are you feeding “a hungry heart?” No walk-ins.
If your answer is yes, I can help you.
In this workshop you will explore root causes of cravings, emotions behind them and how you can begin to
answer them by using tools for self reflection, healing, and personal growth.
Your cravings are your guide to your best life and the body you love. There is nothing more important than
healing your relationship with your own body. Get ready to embody your true power, bring harmony, improve
well being and melt away your struggle with weight. You deserve to feel as beautiful as you truly are!
The Ascension Process Tools Needed for Transformation:
This unique workshop was created in order to bring you the knowledge, clarity and guidance in a safe
environment. This will bring about a more comfortable ascension process, which Elena defines as the
process of transformation from a caterpillar into a Monarch butterfly. During this process your body and
your consciousness are being radically transformed on the mental, spiritual, emotional and physical levels.
Do you trust that you will emerge as a beautiful Monarch butterfly? Yes, you can!
In this workshop you will learn:
1. What Ascension is, and how and why it began
2. An explanation of the process and its regular patterns, and how it affects us
3. A list of ascension symptoms and life changing patterns, and how you can ease their discomforts
4. How you can stay connected during this very difficult process, and
5. How ascension leads to YOU at a SOUL level, so that you can use your wings to fly free and live and
be the person you were meant to be. n
As an Intuitive Consultant, Speaker, and Holistic & Lifestyle Wellness Coach, ELENA
RASSOLOVA has created her “Empowering the TOTAL You” techniques that will
support you in increasing your consciousness and intuitive awareness through the
integration of your spiritual, mental, emotional and physical Selves. This integrative
process guides you in healing the patterns that keep you from achieving your deepest
heart’s desires and aligning with the trust in your own authentic, radiant Self. n

“For a long time I wanted to take a tarot class that would allow me to unveil its mystery in an
organized way. I got that and more.”
“The spiritual direction that Sylvia taught… was very inspirational…. I will value [it] highly and use
[it] in my life…”
SYLVIA CHAPPELL is grateful for the opportunity to teach Intuitive Tarot at the Edgar

Cayce Center where she learned from the Center’s excellent teachers while volunteering as
Events Coordinator. For the past 22 years, she has been inspired by “Mr. Cayce” to develop
her intuitive abilities—first through Tarot, then by earning Certifications as a Past-Life
Regressionist, Reiki Master and Akashic Records Guide. Sylvia currently serves on the A.R.E.
NY Board. Find out more at sylviachappell.net n

“The more and more each is impelled by that which is intuitive, or the relying
upon the soul force within, the greater, the farther, the deeper, the broader, the
more constructive may be the result.”

Cayce Reading 792-2
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
AT THE EDGAR CAYCE CENTER

olunteers are the backbone of our non-profit organization. We invite you to come
join our community. Your service will help us grow and thrive. We need Volunteers
to commit to 3-4 hour shifts from 1:00-9:00 PM (it currently says 3-8) on weekdays
and 10 AM--11:00 AM---5:00 PM on weekends.
AREAS OF SERVICE:
• Setting up Classrooms
BENEFITS:
• Answering Phones
• 1 free class per calendar
• Research for Marketing
• 10% off in the Bookstore
• Data Entry
• 1 Free Chiropractor session
• Helping at Psychic Fairs
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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MALCOLM SMITH
Internationally known and admired British
* PRIVATE HEALING
“Spiritual Healer” returns to New York
MAY 30-31, JUNE 1, 2, 3
City for private healing sessions.

T

10 am - 5 pm
he internationally known healer
30-minute session $100
from Yorkshire, England, considers
himself an ordinary person with an extraordinary gift — the ability to be a
channel for healing energy from God: “It is God who does the healing, not
me,” proclaims Smith. For over 25 years he has used his gift to relieve the pain,
disease and suffering of thousands. Sometimes the healing he gives results in
instant cures; and sometimes, several sessions over several weeks are required for results to manifest
physically. He has restored sight and hearing; cured “incurable” diseases including cancer; and changed
hundreds of lives. He emphasizes that slow progress is the norm and Spiritual Healing should not
replace orthodox medical treatment.

At malcolmsmithhealer.com you can read many testimonials of his extraordinary
healing abilities. While you’re there, watch his fascinating video interview about Spiritual
Healing—what it is, how it works, what it can and cannot do. If you want to read more
about Malcolm’s extraordinary story, you can also purchase a personally autographed
copy of his book Spiritual Power, Healing Hands at our bookstore.

W

e can often find guidance and
inspiration in the readings and
teachings of Edgar Cayce. Just
as Cayce was able to access innate and
universal wisdom, so can you. The answers
do lie within.

* WORKSHOP SERIES

Thursdays, June 4,11,18
6:30 - 8:30 pm
$30, Members $25
Series $75
Can be taken as a series or a single
class

The goal of these workshops is to empower
you to access your own inner wisdom for
healing, wellness, and for living. And, to send you home with tools that you can use in your daily life.

You’ll learn about and experience mind-body medicine tools for transformation in any and all areas of your
life: health, finances, work, life path, relationships, metaphysical and/or spiritual concerns. These tools
include breathwork, meditation, body-mind awareness, emotional release techniques, journaling, and more.

What to bring: Any/all issues and concerns in your life that you seek to transform, and writing tools (paper
and pen/pencil). Wear loose, comfortable clothing, for easy breathing.

Workshop #1: BREATHING: Your Inner Physician and Guide

BECOME A MEMBER OF A.R.E./N.Y.C.
Join our diverse community of kindred spirits. Valuable benefits include:
• Discounts on most workshops and classes
• A 10% discount on bookstore purchases
• Free computerized astrology or numerology chart for new Members
A one-year membership - only $50. Seniors & Students, only $40. Save on 2-year, 3-year
& Family memberships.
Join at edgarcaycenyc.org—go to the ABOUT ARE pull-down menu to BECOME A
MEMBER. You can also call or visit the Center for a Membership form.

Room Rentals - The Best Rates in New York City

T

he A.R.E. Center is a convenient midtown
Manhattan location for holistic events,
workshops, group trainings or practitioner
sessions. When our rooms are not in use, they are
available for rental by approved outside groups or
practitioners at reasonable rates. A video projector
and screen can also be rented for the Auditorium
and Room 3. Massage tables, meeting and card
tables are also available. Renters are responsible
for set-up and clean-up.

You’ll learn about the science behind this powerful tool, and practice simple techniques that can enable
your body-mind to enter an optimal state for getting well, for staying well and for impacting all areas of
your life.

Workshop #2: MINDFULNESS AND MEDITATION: Keys to Manifesting
You’ll learn about the science of mindfulness and meditation, its physiologic effects, and experience
different techniques that can support your path on all levels.

Workshop #3: EMOTIONS AND YOUR HEALTH - How They Can Cause Disease and What You
Can Do About It
You’ll learn about the science of emotions, the links between emotions and health, and mindbody
techniques for accessing and releasing them. n

DR. PATRICIA (TRISH) A. MUEHSAM, M.D. is the founder and director of
Transformational Medicine, a holistic and individualized approach to healing, wellness
and living. Based in New York City, Dr. Muehsam views her role as a teacher and partner.
The theme of her approach is: “You can heal your life, I can teach you how.” She offers
workshops, teleseminars, writings, health consultations, mindbody healing sessions and
continuing education for medical students and physicians www.transformationalmedicine.
org transformationalmedicine@gmail.com 212-946-5700. n

HOURS FOR EDGAR CAYCE CENTER
Mondays-Fridays
Saturdays		
Sundays
Closed on major holidays

Call (212) 691-7690 for details and bookings.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Dr. Patricia (Trish) Muehsam, M.D.

The workshops are experiential: you’ll get to practice the techniques during the workshops, and there will
be ample time for questions, reflection and dialogue.

Appointments with Malcolm Smith require prepayment in full. If a check is sent, the
appointment will be available a week after it is received. Refunds require a 72-hour
notice of appointment cancellation. n
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WAKING UP IN 5D

Y

F

Maureen St. Germain

es, you can wake up in 5D and suddenly
* ALL-DAY WORKSHOP AND
have abilities, insights and understanding
ABUNDANCE-RAISING EVENT
you did not have previously! Everyone’s in
fifth dimensional consciousness periodically. It’s up
Saturday, June 6
to you to stay there. Learn tools and skills to help
10 am - 6 pm
anchor yourself at 5D and your heart, as Maureen
$99 ($150 Value)
shares insights from her new book, Waking Up in
5D—A Practical Guide.
What is 5D? It’s where humanity is headed. Remember what
all the traditional churches have taught is heaven? That’s
5D with one exception—you don’t have to die to get there!
Your experiences where everything went well, interactions
were harmonious and loving, and all felt blissful and happy—
that’s 5D. It’s a vibratory zone that carries with it the God
consciousness. This consciousness is available to all, but you
must sign up personally for your ascension.
Humanity is moving through Ascension but humans en masse
have never brought our full Divine Selves into the physical
body before. How can you do this now? That’s where this
information comes in!
•
•
•
•

Learn about the Fifth Dimension, and its relationship to the Third and Fourth Dimensions!
Understand how to experience multiple dimensions simultaneously—3rd, 4th and 5th.
Learn the language of fifth-dimensional consciousness.
Learn to notice circumstances you were
FREE PHONE-IN EVENT
unaware of before. Avoid the traps and
board the express train to happiness, joy
Maureen St. Germain talks about 5D
and bliss.
and answers caller questions.
• Discover how to abide in the Fifth
TUESDAY, JUNE 2, 8 PM EDT
Dimension—your new normal.
Conference Dial-in Number: (425) 440-5100
Join Maureen on an extraordinary, magical
Then enter Participant Access Code: 220840#
journey where you apply this understanding
to consciously choose 5D–where love is the
governing rule. She is donating this workshop to benefit our non-profit Center. 100% of
proceeds go to our drive to Create the Center of Our Dreams! We’re offering this $150
value for only $99… with our heartfelt thanks to all who can donate more!
This is the first time intuitive and visionary transformational
teacher MAUREEN ST. GERMAIN shares the knowledge
released in her new book Waking Up in 5D. She is a highly
acclaimed teacher of workshops worldwide for more than 20
years. Named the Practical Mystic, her wit and wisdom will
entertain and inspire you. Her experience as a way-shower can
assist you to become 5th Dimensional and learn to maintain it
all the time! She is the author of the Amazon.com bestsellers,
Be A Genie and Beyond the Flower of Life, and much more at
www.maureenstgermain.com. n
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH GROUPS

acilitators donate their services and ARE/NYC donates space to keep these Cayce-inspired groups
accessible to all and free. Donations are gratefully accepted! Read more at edgarcaycenyc.org under
Spiritual Growth Groups.

A SEARCH FOR GOD STUDY GROUP

MONDAYS 7:00 - 9:00 PM

Participants study in a supportive group format, seeking step by step self-transformation by applying the
spiritual principles in the Edgar Cayce readings. This is the NYC Center’s traditional, long-running SFG group.

Facilitator: Norman Curtis				

MEDITATION GROUP		

TUESDAYS 6:00 - 7:00 PM

Group meditation is conducted as a foundation for spiritual growth primarily using methods described
in the Cayce readings and is followed by a short discussion of concerns or problems about meditation in
general or your own practice.

Facilitator: Randall Okey				

BIBLE STUDY GROUP/CAYCE FORUM

WEDNESDAYS 7:00 - 9:00 PM

As we follow the Cayce injunction to “Read it to be wise. Study it to understand.” (262-60), the mysteries
of the Bible on all 3 levels become clear through the lens of the Cayce discourses that cover every subject
under the sun. Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis Ph.D.				

PRAYERS FOR HEALING		

THURSDAYS 7:30 - 9:00 PM

Practice healing prayer, meditate and study materials relating to healing. Come for healing in person or call
to be placed on the prayer list. Healing by laying on of hands (by request).

Facilitators: Norman Curtis & Paul Dorogoff			

A SEARCH FOR GOD STUDY GROUP

SATURDAYS 10 AM - 12 NOON

An accelerated group based on the McMillan video lessons on A Search For God: www.mcmillinmedia.
com/sfg-4/. We will start with an attunement, watch the video, have a discussion, assign an exercise for the
following week, and end with a meditation.

Facilitator: Jack Rosen

REVELATION GROUP		

SATURDAYS 7:00 - 8:30 PM

Symbology of The Book of Revelation from the Cayce source as it relates to the Body-Mind-Spirit Connection is
studied through ARE of NY’s research project: The Commentary of the Revelation and poetic readings of Ballad
of the Revelation, an interpretation in verse. Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis Ph.D.				

SCIENCE OF LIGHT		

SATURDAYS 8:30 PM

This partnering non-profit organization follows the combined study recommended by Cayce to a Science
teacher: “Science and religion are one when their purposes are one.… it (study of the light of the
beginning) is the science of light.” (5023-2). Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis Ph.D.				

SUNDAY INSPIRATIONS

SUNDAYS 11 AM - 12:30 PM

In the spirit of Edgar Cayce, Charles shares an inspirational talk, messages and angelic healing energies and leads
a meditation. He is a Chiropractor and an Integrated Energy Therapy (IET) practitioner who welcomes all to this
celebration of universal spirituality. (Formerly “Sunday Awakenings.”)

Facilitator: Rev. Charles Julian

PROSPERITY SUPPORT GROUP

SUNDAYS 1:30 - 2:30 PM

Modeled on the original Cayce readings on economic healing, the members of this group explore spiritual and
other principles for developing a consciousness – and experience – of abundance & prosperity.

Facilitator: Catherine Outeiral			

DREAM STUDY GROUP

SUNDAYS 2:30 - 4:30 PM

Using concepts from the Cayce readings, participants share dream material in a supportive group format,
encouraging self-examination and interpretation of dreams and dream symbolism as a way of emotional
and spiritual growth.

Facilitator: Paul Dorogoff

		

A MIRACLES GROUP		

SUNDAYS 4:30 - 6:00 PM

Inspired by A Course in Miracles, participants gather to explore ACIM concepts and related materials.

Facilitator: Tom Carelli		

All groups are free, by donation.

April-June 2015
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With Heartfelt Gratitude

Martha Lamas, Intuitive Tarot
mjlamas@juno.com

T

Melissa Stamps, Psychic Reader & Energy Matrix Bodywork
moongoddess3@earthlink.net

he Edgar Cayce Center would like to thank the Psychic & Healing Fair
Volunteers for giving their time and energy volunteering for our monthly
Fairs. The Psychic & Healing Fairs are the lifeblood of A.R.E. We give a
service to the community of like-minded people. With the help of these selfless
people, A.R.E. is able to continue its good work in the Spirit of Edgar Cayce.
Anton Baraschi, BioEnergy Healing, Medical Qigong & Crystal Bed Practitioner
abaraschi@aol.com
Antot Masuka, Astrology Reader
antot@celestialaffairs.com

Pamela Markley, Massage Therapist
pamelamarkley@gmail.com
Dr. Patricia Muehsam, Transformational Medicine
transformationalmedicine@gmail.com
Rafael Ramirez, Vibrational Sound Healing
rafael@vibrationalsynergyhealing.com
Rose Trentman, Tarot Card Reader
rtrentman@yahoo.com

Rev. Ashala Gabriel, Heart Reader
ashalagabriel@gmail.com

Simon Deacon, Vortex Healing
assisi4@aol.com

Avril Minott, Crystal Skull Card Reader
avril.minott10@yahoo.com

Dr. Siranush Cholakian, MD, Board Certified in Integrative Holistic Medicine
& Family Medicine
skcholakian@hotmail.com

BThomas, Certified Psychic Medium & Angel Tarot Card Reader
bthomas121711@gmail.com

Skydin Zeal, Norse Rune Reading, Scandinavian Healing
info@skydin.com

Dr. Catherine Good, Chiropractic and Integrative Cayce Therapy
chirocathy@outlook.com

Sylvia Chappell, Intuitive Tarot and Akashic Records Reader
sylviachappell.net

Dr. David Cook, Reflexology
davidcook1@earthlink.net

Rev. Tanya Soul, Psychic Medium
soullovesoul@hotmail.com

Elena Rassolova, Oracle Reader
Deliveryforelena@gmail.com

Therese Psciuk, Intuitive Card Reader
angeldreamscards@aol.com

Gina Jean, Intuitive Tarot Card Reader
ginajean@gmail.com
Inoshi Denizen, Chi Gong
vibadelic@gmail.com
Jerrey Adler, Chakra Balancing & Aura Reader
jerreyadler03@gmail.com
Jesus Dario, Spiritual Healer
jesusdario@rocketmail.com
Kat Tychanska, Energy Healing Practitioner
kasiabighug@hotmail.com
Laurelle Rethke, Spiritual Consultant & Reverend, Healing Therapies &
Teachings with Crystals, Essential Oils, Meditation, Astrology
5sensehealing@earthlink.net
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APRIL EVENTS

INDEX

MAY EVENTS

Wed, Apr 1

Roger Ansanelli: VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE

Pg 7

Mon, May 11

Peter Oravetz: THE IPSALU FORMULA: OPEN TANTRA NIGHT

Apr 1, 18, 22

Peter Goldbeck: HEALING EVENTS

Pg 9

May 13, 27

Peter Goldbeck: PSYCHIC EVENTS

Pg 9

Fri, Apr 3, 17, 24

Anton Baraschi: PRAYER AND MEDITATION, THE PROVEN PATH TO SPIRIT Pg 10

Fri, May 14

Laurelle Rethke & Travis Ogden: ADDICTED TO CRYSTALS

Pg 13

Apr 3, 14, 28

Peter Goldbeck: PSYCHIC EVENTS

Pg 9

Sat, May 16

CAYCE PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR

Pg 2

Sat, Apr 4, 11, 18

SATURDAY GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS

Pg 11

Sat, May 16

AFTER THE FAIR: Peter Goldbeck: PROPHECY CELEBRATION

Pg 2

Mon, Apr 6

Jussara Korngold: THE ROLE OF MEDIUMSHIP IN OUR LIVES

Pg 11

Sun, May 17

Peter Goldbeck: REIKI CERTIFICATION CLASSES

Pg 9

Mon, Apr 6, 13, 20, 27

Inoshi: QIGONG FUSION (4-week course)

Pg 11

Tue, May 19

Saba Hocek: IS STRESS EATING AWAY AT YOU?

Pg 18

Wed, Apr 8

Roger Ansanelli: BASICS OF THE PENDULUM

Pg 8

Fri, May 22

Anton Baraschi: 7 CHAKRAS

Pg 10

Thu, Apr 9

Karen Slember: CLAIRVOYANCE AND MESSAGES FROM THE OTHER SIDE Pg 12

Tue, May 26

Rev. Peace Arnold: BREATH CAFÉ

Pg 19

Fri, Apr 10

Anton Baraschi: SPECIAL EVENTS

Pg 10

Thu, May 28

Karen Slember: ALL ABOUT SOUL/ON THE WINGS OF LOVE

Pg 12

Fri, Apr 10

Skydin Zeal: ODIN’S SONG IN OLD NORSE

Pg 14

Fri, May 29

Anton Baraschi: SPECIAL EVENTS

Pg 10

Sat, Apr 11

Jack Rosen: QUANTUM PHYSICS AND THE FIFTH ROOT RACE...

Pg 3

Sat, May 30

Jack Rosen: PHILOSOPHIES OF EDGAR CAYCE & ECKHART TOLLE

Pg 5

May 30-31

Malcolm Smith, SPIRITUAL HEALER

Pg 22

Jun 1, 2, 3

Malcolm Smith, SPIRITUAL HEALER

Pg 22

Mon, Jun 1, 8, 15, 22

Inoshi: QIGONG FUSION (4-week course)

Pg 11

Tue, Jun 2

Maureen St. Germain: FREE PHONE-IN EVENT

Pg 24

Wed, Jun 3, 10

Sylvia Chappell: INTUITIVE TAROT COURSE (6-week course)

Pg 20

Jun 3, 5, 16, 20

Peter Goldbeck: HEALING EVENTS

Pg 9

Thu, Jun 4, 11, 18

Dr. Trish Muehsam: THE ANSWERS LIE WITHIN

Pg 23

Fri, Jun 5

Skydin Zeal: FUTURE METAPHYSICS

Pg 15

Fri, Jun 5, 12, 26

Anton Baraschi: 7 CHAKRAS

Pg 10

Sat, Jun 6

Maureen St. Germain: WAKING UP IN 5D

Pg 24

Sat, Jun 6

Jack Rosen: EDGAR CAYCE’S ELECTRICAL HEALING “APPLIANCES”

Pg 6
Pg 11

Sun, Apr 12, 26

Peter Goldbeck: REIKI CERTIFICATION CLASSES

Pg 9

Wed, Apr 15

Rob Murphy: THE ART OF SPIRIT PROTECTION WORKSHOP

Pg 16

Wed, Apr 15, 22, 29

Maria Rodriguez: THE LANGUAGE OF ASTROLOGY (4-week course)

Pg 17

Thu, Apr 16

Rob Murphy: AN EVENING ON PAST LIFE SOUL REGRESSION

Pg 16

Fri, Apr 17

Peter Oravetz: THE IPSALU FORMULA: OPEN TANTRA NIGHT

Pg 17

Sat, Apr 18

Jack Rosen: EDGAR CAYCE ON ATLANTIS AND ANCIENT EGYPT

Pg 3

Sun, Apr 19

Laurelle Rethke: THE WISDOM OF AROMATHERAPY

Pg 13

Tue, Apr 21, 28

Saba Hocek: ELEVATE YOUR PSYCHIC ABILITIES

Pg 18

Tue, Apr 21

Rev. Peace Arnold: BREATH CAFÉ

Pg 19

Thu, Apr 23

Laurelle Rethke & Travis Ogden: ADDICTED TO CRYSTALS

Pg 13

Sat, Apr 25

CAYCE PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR

Pg 2

Sat, Apr 25

AFTER THE FAIR: Peter Goldbeck: PROPHECY CELEBRATION

Pg 2

Sun, Apr 26

Karen Frances: DEVELOP YOUR SIXTH SENSE

Pg 19

MAY EVENTS

Pg 17

JUNE EVENTS

Sat, Jun 6, 20, 27

SATURDAY GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS

Fri, May 1

Anton Baraschi: PRAYER AND MEDITATION, THE PROVEN PATH TO SPIRIT Pg 10

Jun 10, 24, 26

Peter Goldbeck: PSYCHIC EVENTS

Pg 9

May 1, 5, 19, 23

Peter Goldbeck: HEALING EVENTS

Pg 9

Sat, Jun 13

CAYCE PSYCHIC & HEALING FAIR

Pg 2

Sat, May 2

Jack Rosen: EDGAR CAYCE ON DIET FOR HEALTH, WEIGHT LOSS...

Pg 4

Sat, Jun 13

AFTER THE FAIR: Peter Goldbeck: PROPHECY CELEBRATION

Pg 2

Sat, May 2, 9, 30

SATURDAY GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS

Pg 11

Sun, Jun 14

Peter Oravetz: THE IPSALU FORMULA: OPEN TANTRA NIGHT

Pg 17

Mon, May 4, 11, 18

Inoshi: QIGONG FUSION (4-week course)

Pg 11

Sun, Jun 14

Peter Goldbeck: REIKI CERTIFICATION CLASSES

Pg 9

Tue, May 5

Saba Hocek: ELEVATE YOUR PSYCHIC ABILITIES

Wed, May 6, 13, 20, 27 Sylvia Chappell: INTUITIVE TAROT COURSE (6-week course)
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INDEX

Pg 18

Wed, Jun 17

Roger Ansanelli: VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE

Pg 7

Pg 20

Fri, Jun 19

Laurelle Rethke & Travis Ogden: ADDICTED TO CRYSTALS

Pg 13
Pg 10

Wed, May 6

Maria Rodriguez: THE LANGUAGE OF ASTROLOGY (4-week course)

Pg 17

Fri, Jun 19

Anton Baraschi: SPECIAL EVENTS

Wed, May 6

Roger Ansanelli: VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE

Pg 7

Sat, Jun 20

Jack Rosen: EDGAR CAYCE ON JESUS CHRIST & HIS 30 INCARNATIONS

Pg 6

Thu, May 7

Roger Ansanelli: INTRODUCTION TO IET

Pg 8

Tue, Jun 23

Rev. Peace Arnold: BREATH CAFÉ

Pg 19

Tue, May 7, 14

Elena Rassolova: STOP EMOTIONAL EATING

Pg 21

Sat, Jun 27

Jack Rosen: EDGAR CAYCE ON SOUL LESSONS & FORGIVENESS

Pg 7

Fri, May 8, 15

Anton Baraschi: MEDICAL QIGONG FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH

Pg 10

Fri, May 8

Skydin Zeal: NORDIC SPIRITUALITY

Pg 14

Sat, May 9

Jack Rosen: DEATH AND THE AFTERLIFE

Pg 4
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WELLNESS SERVICES
ANNA LASKOWSKA - Energy Healer: Anna is a naturally gifted

( 347-267-7224

ANTON BARASCHI - Bioenergy Specialist and a bioenergy healer

( 212-691-7690

CATHERINE OUTEIRAL - Intuitive Healings, Angel Card Readings:

( 212-691-7690

Energy Healer. Her abilities were noticeable to her and her family from a
very young age and later undeniable to all the people who came into contact with
her. In addition to being a healer, Anna is a psychic and has the ability to sense the
unhealthy patterns of disease. She is also a spiritual teacher and advisor.
(aka medical qigong practitioner). He focuses on integrating multiple
bioenergy healing modalities in supporting the work of medical professionals.
Bioenergy healing is considered helpful in alleviating pain, chronic conditions
and symptoms without a particular diagnosis, and for spiritual development.
From her 17-year study of many healing modalities including the
traditional Usui Reiki, Reconnective Healing, Modern Shamanism and Sacred
Sound Healing, Catherine has created a unique form of Intuitive Healing. Since
2009, she has been working with a team of angels from the higher realms.
She combines energy healing with angel card readings. She also facilitates
the ARE-NYC Prosperity Group and serves on the Board. Catherine’s Website:
www.rosesandangels.vpweb.com

DAVID COOK - Reflexologist: Healing the body safely and naturally

with reflexology. Reflexology is an alternative healing technique – a
science which deals with the principle that there are reflex areas in the feet
and hands relating to each and every organ and part of the body. By properly
working on these reflexes, it can help to relieve many health problems – even
very serious ones – in a natural way. www.reflexologyny.com

ENDO TOSHIYUKI L.M.T. - Acupressure Shiatsu Massage

Therapist: Endo was born in Akita, Japan and studied at The Total
Health Academy in Tokyo and at the Helma Institute of Massage Therapy.
Endo practices Shitsu Setai and other forms of massage.

KENNY MATTHEWSON - Swedish Massage: Kenny’s

Therapeutic Massage sessions usually integrate Swedish, Shiatsu,
Reiki and his natural Spirit-given healing ability. He can also incorporate
aromatherapy, hot towel healing massage, meditations and Inner Peace
Calming Touch.

KEV O’KANE - Hypnosis, Past Life Regression; Mediumship/

Psychic Readings: Kev is a highly trained hypnotist and a spiritual
seeker and Cayce follower who serves his Maker by serving humanity! Kev
is a respected certified clinical, master, Ericksonian, and Past-Life Regression
(PLR) hypnotist.

LUCAS BOLADIAN - TAT® (Tapas Acupressure Technique®):

This Energy Psychology method of clearing whatever bothers you
blends contemporary and ancient approaches. It is simple, yet deeply
powerful. For 20 years, Lucas has studied alternative healing practices
including hands-on healing, color therapy and Esoteric Healing. He is a
Certified TAT® Professional also certified in EFT and Reiki. He also serves on
the ARE/NYC Board.
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( 212-353-3659

( 973-951-2939

( 212-691-7690

WELLNESS SERVICES
MELISSA STAMPS - A Certified Intuitive Counselor, Clairvoyant
and Medium; A Certified Feng Shui practitioner and Interior Design
Stylist, and a graduate of Holistic Studies Institute in NYC. She is extensively
trained and experienced in helping connect people to Spirit Beings and
Guides, and their own intuition. www.3rdeyeopennycpsychic.com

( 201-865-3823

MICHAEL EDAN ARCB, RPE - Polarity Therapy: Michael is

( 845-662-3559

PAMELA MARKLEY - Massage Therapist: Pamela is a Licensed

( 212-691-7690

PETER GOLDBECK - Reconnective Healing, Reiki Healing: A

( 516-949-9588

ROB MURPHY - Shaman: Rob is an initiated Shaman in the

( 212-691-7690

DR. SCOTT J. KELLER - Caycean Chiropractor: Dr. Keller, a board-

( 212-691-7690

a Polarity Therapy Practitioner and Educator, having received his
Registered Polarity Practitioner and Educator status with The American
Polarity Therapy Association, and also National Reflexology Certification with
The American Reflexology Certification Board.
Massage Therapist with 20 years of experience. She is dedicated
to promoting health and deep relaxation through Swedish/Deep Tissue
Massage. She also offers castor oil pack treatments at the Center.

favorite teacher, practitioner and healing/psychic group leader at the
A.R.E./N.Y.C. Center, Peter is a Certified Reiki Master/Teacher in the Usui
system of Natural Healing, a Certified Practitioner of Reconnective Healing,
and a Psychic/Medium and Spiritual Counselor.
traditions of the Ecuadorian Quechua, the Brazilian Makunaiman,
and the re-dreamed Celtic Wolven Path Tradition and an ordained minister
of the Wolven Path. He is a Master Reiki Practitioner and Shamanic-Reiki
practitioner. Rob is the founder of the Richmond Shamanic Meetup and
Drum Circle and a core member of the NY Shamanic Circle.
certified N.Y.S. licensed chiropractor, has been in practice for 17 years.
Using time-tested medical techniques from eastern and western disciplines, in
combination with intuitive healing methods and practice, and shaped by an
esoteric ideology, Dr. Keller has transformed the lives of countless patients.
Dr. Keller’s Hours: MONDAYS 1-7 PM, WEDNESDAYS 5-8 PM

( 646-338-6715

( 917-885-0221

SYLVIA CHAPPELL - Intuitive Tarot, Past-Life Regression, Akashic

( 347-564-5600

TRAVIS OGDEN - Crystal Grid Healing & Crystal Empowerment

( 978-609-5337

Records Readings: Sylvia is a multi-dimensional communicator who
began to develop her intuitive reading and healing abilities as a volunteer
for the NYC Edgar Cayce Center, which she was instrumental in founding in
1997, and now serves on its Board. She also teaches Intuitive Tarot at the
Center. Find out more at www.SylviaChappell.net.

Tools: Upon touching a Pre-Mayan Crystal Skull named Pancho, Travis
had a profound experience of DNA activation and soon began to have visions
of how to create healing crystal tools. His mission is to share these tools of
transformation that his Crystal guides have brought into his life during this
time of great change and evolution. www.crystalascensionstudios.com

O

ur mission is to offer high-quality holistic health services and intuitive/psychic guidance to
our community. Our Practitioners have been carefully selected to provide Wellness Services
at the Cayce Center at a reasonable cost, by appointment.
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